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Generally speaking, and unfortunately 
enough, officers active in our time are 
rarely seen on the publishers’ desks. 
Therefore, it is very satisfying to present 
Finnish Navy Commanders (sr. grade) 
Juha-Antero Puistola’s and Janne Her-
rala’s study on terrorism taking place on 
our continent.
 Terrorism in Europe is presented by 
the authors as an introductory book with 
the aim of explaining terrorism from a 
European perspective. From the reviewer’s 
point of view, Puistola and Herrala cer-
tainly manage to achieve more than this 
limited ambition. The history of European 
terrorism as well as the present situation 
is closely examined. Also, the authors 
explore the fight against terrorism taking 
place on European soil and they shed a 
light on future prospects of terrorism.
 The book gives a very good overview of 
the environment in which terrorism and 
the fight against it takes place. Reasons 
for terrorism are examined as are the 
prospects of combating it as well as the 
European approach to the prevention of 
terrorism. Consequently, the book repre-
sents a valuable counterweight as well as a 
complementary view to American litera-
ture covering the subject.
 Commander Puistola is one of Finland’s 
leading writers and media commenta-
tors on security and defence issues and 
his colleague, Commander Herrala, is an 

information and cyberterrorism specia
list. Together they have achieved a result 
worth observing.

Tommy Jeppsson 
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förlag:
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Dr. John Mackinlay is a teaching fellow 
at the War Studies Department of King’s 
College. He combines the fruitful com-
petence of an analytical scholar with the 
practical experience of a soldier. During 
the 1960s, the author as a young officer in 
the British Gurkha regiment experienced a 
Maoist-style insurgency in the rainforests 
of Northern Borneo. After leaving the Bri-
tish Army as a colonel he has researched 
crisis hotspots in Africa, on the Balkans 
and in South Asia.
 Mackinlay gives insightful explanations 
as to why leaders of western nations 
consistently fail to understand the roots 
of insurgency, in which the bottom-line 
could be found as the result of a rich-poor 
divided world. The most natural way in 
order to change the conditions for those 
belonging to the “bottom-billion” seems 
to be through insurgency. The bottom 
line of counterinsurgency campaigns is 
an understanding of the opponent and 
how today’s opponents conceptually have 
adapted Maoist principles to the era of 
globalization.
 The author manages to take his readers 
on a journey covering the evolution of 
modern insurgency and its responses from 
their origins in China of the 1920’s to our 
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time, while at the same time he implements 
a deeper understanding of this the most 
political of acts. The book is also a good 
asset for grasping why current responses to 
insurgencies in different parts of the world 
have failed, while at the same time an 
insightful experience is given to the reader 
concerning both the expeditionary and 
domestic approach to this phenomenon.

Tommy Jeppsson 
  
titel: 
Understanding Modern Warfare
författare:
David Jordan, James D. Kiras, David J. 
Lonsdale, Ian Speller, Christopher Tuck 
and C. Dale Walton
förlag: University Press, Cambridge, 
UK, 2008

In Understanding Modern Warfare, six 
qualified scholars present a new and deep-
going study of the theory and practice of 
warfare in the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries. This book provides a rather 
complete and significant introduction to 
the issues, ideas, concepts, context and 
vocabulary of modern warfare, and it 
does so by using relevant examples from 
recent history. 
 The authors represent an expert team 
that explores the conduct of war across 
the land, sea, air and space arenas. In 
addition, they address key issues relating 
to contemporary strategy, weapons of 
mass destruction and irregular warfare, 
including insurgency, terrorism and civil 
war. The book provides its readers with 
an incisive and structured grounding in 
military theory and the authors emphasize 
the importance of understanding warfare 
within an interservice context and as an 
evolutionary rather than a revolutionary 
phenomenon. 

 Understanding Modern Warfare pro-
vides the tools required for the devel-
opment of a deeper insight concerning 
contemporary military doctrine and the 
use of the military instrument. The book is 
an accessible survey and a most valuable 
source irrespective of whether the reader 
is a military professional, scholar or politi-
cian. 

Tommy Jeppsson
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författare:
Antoine Bousquet
förlag:
Hurst Publishers Ltd, London, 2009.
    
War transforms the social and political 
orders in which we live, just as it obliter-
ates our precious certainties. History has 
continuously taught us that wars regularly 
undermine expectations, strategies and 
theories, and consequently the credibility 
of those civilian and military authorities 
that are speaking and writing about it.
 This book is the result of more than 
five years’ of work and, indeed, the 
subject represents an intellectual chal-
lenge. However, it must be fully admitted 
that the author manages to handle his 
complex subject impressively. Bousquet's 
book forms an enquiry into the profound 
interrelationship of science and warfare. 
Its central claim is that throughout the 
modern era the dominant scientific ideas 
have been reflected in the contemporary 
theories and practices of warfare in the 
western world. 
 The author, who is a Lecturer in in-
ternational Relations, Birkbeck College, 
University of London, has translated main 
scientific developments into accessible and 
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engaging reading. He does so by treating 
complex theoretical issues in a way that 
attracts a wide audience. 

Tommy Jeppsson

titel: 
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författare:
Paul D. Williams (Ed.)
förlag:
Routledge, New York, 2008

This is a book that gives the reader a 
detailed overview of the major theoretical 
approaches, key themes and most signifi-
cant issues within security studies. The 
book  consists of five parts, where the 
first one explores the main theoretical 
approaches within  this field from realism 
to international political sociology.  The 
second part explains the central concepts 
underpinning contemporary debates from 
the security dilemma to terrorism.  The 
following part presents an overview of 
the international security architecture 
currently influencing world politics using 
international, regional and global levels 
of analysis. Part four examines some of 
the key contemporary challenges to global 
security, from the arms trade to energy 
security. The final part of the book dis-
cusses a most essential subject; the future 
of security. 
 Security studies provide  a valuable new 
teaching tool for undergraduates as well 
as for MA students and  obviously also 
for the  those readers  that have a special 
interest in security issues. The publica-
tion does so by assembling these related 
strands  in this area  into a single coherent 
book.
 The editor, Paul Williams, is Associate 
Professor of International Security at the 
University of Warwick, UK. He is assisted 

by  thirty-seven wellknown scholars, 
which in itself is a guarantee of a high aca-
demic standard and provides  the readers 
with a clear yet sophisticated introduction 
to some of the enduring theories, concepts 
institutions and challenges that animate 
security studies.  

Tommy Jeppsson
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författare:
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förlag:
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Som säkerhetspolitisk rådgivare tjänade 
McGeorge Bundy två amerikanska presi-
denter. I deras administrationer var han 
med sin lysande Harvardbakgrund den 
intellektuella stjärnan. I båda fallen svek 
han sin uppgift genom att aldrig tillräck-
ligt pröva egna antaganden och förutfat-
tade meningar om vad USA skulle kunna 
åstadkomma som global makt. Han blev 
en av Vietnamkrigets amerikanska mörk-
män. Om denne mans ödesdigra roll 
och hans kamp trettio mot sina demoner 
trettio år senare har statsvetaren Gordon 
M Goldstein skrivit en bok som faktiskt 
tillför djupperspektiv på en av vår tids mer 
sönderanalyserade konflikter.
 1961 lyssnade John F Kennedy inte på 
sina rådgivares önskan att sätta in ameri-
kansk trupp i Vietnam. Fyra år senare tog 
däremot Lyndon B Johnson, med samma 
rådgivares toner ringande i öronen, med 
berått mod beslutet att göra konflikten i 
Indokina till ett amerikanskt krig. Krigsspel 
och ambitiösa analyser pekade samfälligt 
på att USA inte skulle vinna kriget med 
vare sig bombningar från luften eller insats 
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av amerikanska armé- och infanteridivi-
sioner på marken. Men Bundy lät sig inte 
påverkas. Det för honom viktiga var inte 
att vinna militärt utan att USA inte skulle 
vara overksamt och framstå som en ”pap-
perstiger”.
 Sedan Bundy hade slutat i Vita hu-
set återvände han ofta till sin egen roll 
som man fingrar på en sårskorpa. Vad 

Goldstein kanske tydligast förmedlar efter 
långa seanser med Bundy är dennes beto-
ning av att ansvaret ändå var presidenter-
nas, och mot dem var han lojal. ”Vietnam 
var ett krig vi inte skulle ha utkämpat”, 
blev till sist den formulering som bäst 
skulle uttrycka något slags ånger, kanske 
ödmjukhet, hos McGeorge Bundy.
Olof Santesson 


